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Four White Rhodesians Talk About the Future

Four Rhodesian bishops of varying political views recently met with John F. Burns, The New York Times correspondent in southern Africa, to discuss the future of Rhodesia. The bishops included (left to right) The Right Reverend Kenneth Mew of the Anglican Church; the Reverend Leslie Holland, a Church of England priest; and the Reverend Kenneth Mitchell, a Roman Catholic priest. The four bishops are members of the Executive Council of the Church of Central Africa, which has been critical of the Rhodesian government.

Leslie Holland: I will make every effort to see the new regime in and to live with it. So will everybody in this room; they damn well have to.

Theresa for you in the Rhodesian Action Party

THERE'S A FUTURE FOR YOU IN RHODESIA

Edward Sutton-Pryn: I am not a racist in any sense as an individual. I am, I hope, a political realist. It appears to me that in perpetuating a formula that has failed dismally in similar circumstances you are barking up the wrong tree.

Kenneth Mew: The Europeans have a lot to be proud of in this country. They have built up a state which hardly has a parallel elsewhere. Also, there has been a fairly broad band of white-black contact over the years which augurs well.

Diana Mitchell: I'm not stupid enough to say we can put on woollen wigs and Afro clothing and pretend to be Africans. But I will conform to the building of this completely new society. I have every intention of staying and enjoying the process.
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